The Time of Our Lives

We didn’t know when we began that it would be the time of our lives -- and that the song with a similar name would be adapted and dedicated at the end of the Lab (please enjoy the blog Public Innovators success: We owe it all to you!) -- but the Harwood Public Innovators Lab in September was just that!

Held at the Bradenton Area Convention Center with nearly 120 attendees representing the Manatee County and Sarasota County Library Systems, and initiatives of The Patterson Foundation, Aspirations to Actions welcomed Rich Harwood and his coaches Bill Booth, Cheryl Gorman, David Moore and Carlton Sears. And what a time we had.

The 2.5 days had us thinking about aspirations, turning outward, intentionality, authority, authenticity, accountability, community conversations, public knowledge, community rhythms and how we can embed these concepts in our personal lives, our organizations and our community.

Through Aspirations to Actions, our area now has 200 Harwood Public Innovators using the approach to bring positive change to others ... so that we ALL can have the time of our lives!

WORD!

Attendees shared thoughts about their Lab experience ...

“I find myself using Harwood thinking in my everyday planning at home and work.”

“The content was relevant to every aspect of personal and professional life.”

“I was very inspired by the program and glad that we have the tool kit to refer to for the materials to support our work.”

Connect With Us

Join us and learn more ...

Visit the Aspirations to Actions page on the TPF website and click on Initiative Resources for information from the Pre-Lab Workshops

Please LIKE our new Aspirations to Actions Facebook page and join the conversation.

TPF Website

Twitter: #TPFAspire

TPF on Facebook

The Harwood Institute

Join The Harwood Institute on Twitter, @harwoodinst and #harwoodinst

Blogosphere

In case you missed these ...

The Aspirations to Actions Initiative blog has been active! Read on, ...

Frances Bermudez’s An Invitation ...

The stages of community life

- YouTube

The sweet spot of public life

- YouTube

Video and Beth Doyle’s Public Innovators Lab success: We owe it all to you

Ava Edhe and Sarabeth Kajanian’s Local libraries enter new collaboration through Aspirations to Actions

Juliana Mushaney’s A look at the catalytic stage of community development

Keep Aspiring!

“Our aspirations are our possibilities.”

- Samuel Johnson

If you have news to share, please contact Beth Doyle

beth@trainerbeth.com | thepattersonfoundation.org